
 

Automation Studio P6 13 !EXCLUSIVE!

the new version of automation studio p6 is
available with the launch of the new catalogue.

in addition to the familiar graphical user interface
(gui), the new version of the software also

provides greater flexibility and functionality with
special functions for users of the mechanical
engineering package mechanical module. the
new version of automation studio provides a
wide range of functions to enhance the user

experience, such as graphical presentation of
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curves, graphical simulation data and the
graphical display of objects. studio display also
includes an integrated 12mp ultra wide camera
with center stage for video capture with minimal

footprint. center stage works with the built-in
software to allow users to create smooth, sharp,
professional-looking videos in a variety of ways,

including time-lapse, slow motion, and video
panoramas. the camera also supports sdi for

external video sources, as well as hdmi 2.0 for
high-quality hd video and audio content. studio
display can even be used as a screen capture

camera, so users can record video on the screen
while working on their projects. studio display

also includes a six-speaker audio system,
including the new trrs high-fidelity surround

speaker, which was developed in collaboration
with bang & olufsen. each of the six speakers

features a separate amplifier, allowing users to
select the optimal volume and position for

different applications. integrated controls allow
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users to adjust the volume, as well as record
from any one of the speakers using the built-in
microphone. in addition, studio display has an

auxiliary input for connecting a set of
headphones or external speakers.
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Automation Studio P6 13

With Mac Studio being an Apple certified product,
experts can verify Mac Studio can be used safely
and securely. Mac Studio and Studio Display are

available in Apple retail and other authorized
resellers worldwide. For more information about

Mac Studio visit Mac Studio or visit Linde at
http://customerservice.my.linde.com . Studio

Display takes everything that matters to a
modern computing experience and puts it in a
Mac display for unparalleled performance. A

revolutionary, five-times-times-times, 4K Retina
display is built in, and Apple designed a single

port for wire-free docking. Studio Display has the
fast charging and ease of USB-C with the

industrys fastest USB-C charging. Studio Display
is backed by the industrys most powerful
graphics core ever, the Vega Pro Graphics

Processing Unit (GPGPU), providing support for
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all the computing tasks demanded by 4K
playback, and helps to make graphics on Mac
Studio faster and more power efficient. Studio

Display is a great all-around display with the best
camera technology available. It is custom

designed to integrate seamlessly with Mac Studio
and supports the widest selection of consumer

and professional video and audio inputs,
including HDMI 2.0, SDI, and component, all the

way up to Thunderbolt 3 connectivity. Studio
Display also has built-in Dolby Atmos. Studio

Display is custom built for Mac Studio, using the
highest resolution display panel available,

5.1-inches of Retina 5K resolution at 5120 x
2880, and over 20-million pixels. The display
measures just 9.5mm thin and weighs only

1.5lbs, providing exceptional design and
portability. Studio Display sports a signature

Apple Lightning port for charging and
connectivity as well as a USB-C port for all the

power and connectivity Apple is well known for.
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Studio Display features ultrafast Charging 1.8
watts of power per port from just 5W of power.
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